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Agenda
• Overview of RME
• Activity ➝ Products
• Activity is a private mental activity, and products
are mental objects
• Overview of cultural psychology
• Two claims:
• Mathematical products are cultural artifacts
• Activity and artifacts are intertwined, and activity
is done by systems of persons and artifacts

“Mathematics should be thought of
as the human activity of

mathematizing

- not as a discipline of structures to
be transmitted, discovered, or even
constructed, but as schematizing,
structuring, and modeling the world
mathematically.” (Hans Freudenthal)
(Quoted in Fosnot & Jacob, 2010)

Realistic mathematics education
• Domain-specific instructional theory for
mathematics
• A work in progress

“What would mathematics education,
which fulfills the initial points of
departure, look like?” (Gravemeijer, 1999, p. 159)

“What would mathematics education,
which fulfills the initial points of
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• Mathematics as an activity and product
• Six instructional principles
• Individual cognitive focus

Mathematics as activity…
[Mathematics] is an activity of solving problems, of looking
for problems, but it is also an activity of organizing […]
according to mathematical patterns (Freudenthal, 1971, pp. 413-414)
Every producer of mathematics will readily admit that
mathematics is an activity—his private activity
(Freudenthal, 1991, p. 14)

It is this mental activity rather than its subject matter that
characterizes mathematics (Freudenthal, 1991, p. 1)
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Mathematics as activity…
…and product
“Mathematics must be seen foremost as a process, a
human activity. However, at the same time, this activity has
to result in mathematics as a product.” (Gravemeijer & Terwell, 2000, p. 786)
“The final goal of teaching and learning is mental objects
[…] Whole number, the number line (even if drawn on the
blackboard), geometrical shapes (even if materialised): all
are mental objects” (Freudenthal, 1991, p. 19)

Mathematics as activity…
…and product
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Six instructional principles

• Mathematics is the human activity
of mathematizing: “a form of
organizing that also incorporate[s]
mathematical matter” (Gravemeijer &
Terwel, 2000, p. 781)
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• Through activity, students should
create their “own [mathematical]
productions” (Treffers, 1987, p. 249)
• “mathematics can and should be
learned on one’s own authority and
through one’s own mental
activities” (Gravemeijer, 2004, p. 109)

• Teacher’s role: map a leaning
route, “along which the students
can find the intended
mathematics for themselves…
[and] students should be given
the opportunity to build their own
mathematical knowledge store on
the basis of such a learning
process” (Gravemeijer, 1999, p. 158).

Six instructional principles
•

Activity principle

•

Guided reinvention
principle

•

Level principle

•

Interaction principle

•

Reality principle

•

Intertwinement
principle

• reINVENTED: Mathematical
productions are products of
human activity.
• REinvented: Mathematical
productions preexist individual
students. They are durable,
existing across time and across
people (Freudenthal, 1991)

Summary: RME
• Domain-specific instructional theory for
mathematics
• Mathematics as an activity and product
• Six instructional principles
• Individualistic, cognitive focus
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“the collection through time of
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Higher mental functions are, by
definition, culturally mediated.
They involve not a direct action on
the world, but an indirect action,
one that takes a bit of material
matter used previously and
incorporates it as an aspect of
action. (Cole & Wertsch, 1996, pp. 252-253)

transform
active
in the middle

Artifacts mediate activity

the implication [is] that mind is no
longer to be located entirely inside
the head. Higher psychological
functions are transactions that
include the biological individual, the
cultural mediational artifacts, and
the culturally structured social and
natural environments of which
persons are a part.

transform
active
in the middle

(Cole & Wertsch, 1996, pp. 252-253)

Artifacts mediate activity
activity is an accomplishment
of a system

artifacts mediate and
transform current activity

Activity

Artifacts

artifacts are the residue of
historic activity

So far:
RME:

Cultural psychology
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• human activity produces cultural
artifacts
• activity and artifacts are
intertwined
• activity is an accomplishment of
a system

Claim 1:

mathematical productions
are cultural artifacts

“[material & ideal] accomplishments of past
human activities that serve as crucial resources
for the current life of a social group” (Cole, 2010, p. 462)
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Empirically, in a design
experiment related to slope…
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In activity, students reinvented
the ratio table and a “find one”
strategy (Peck & Matassa, 2016)
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Claim 2:

mathematical activity and
artifacts are intertwined

Activity
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Definition of mediation:
Higher mental functions are, by
definition, culturally mediated. They
involve not a direct action on the
world, but an indirect action, one
that takes a bit of material
matter used previously and
incorporates it as an aspect
of action.
(Cole & Wertsch, 1996, pp. 252-253)
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Definition of mediation:

Activity principle in RME:

Higher mental functions are, by
definition, culturally mediated. They
involve not a direct action on the
world, but an indirect action, one
that takes a bit of material
matter used previously and
incorporates it as an aspect
of action.
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mathematizing is a mediated
activity.
mathematical activity and
artifacts are intertwined
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Empirically, in a design
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INEMENT OF ACTIVITY AND ARTIFACTS

Artifacts
19

“subtract and divide” strategy depicted by the algebraic ratio. Thus it is appropriate to

ir activity as “reinvention.”
14.

A.

B.

M: do tw- divided by two divided by two to
find the one, the price of one window?

29.

S: it's five hundred and seventeen over seven
and then=

39.

S: =equals on:e (.) window. And then also
four oh two (...) over two equals one
window

he window problem as it is represented on the white board (A) and on the group’s
119. D: Okay, 'cause if you were trying to find
one window, and you were dividing two
in half, that wouldn't really work

trace the process of reinvention, I will analyze the problem-solving activity of four

Claim 2:

mathematical activity and
artifacts are intertwined

Activity

Artifacts

134. S: We were right. Cause four over two::o is equal to one
window.
14. M: do tw- divided by two divided by two to
find the one, the price of one window?
188. T: Wouldn't you do this to find the se- the, how much one window [costs=
29.that
S: divided
it's five
andthat
seventeen
seven
190: T: =wouldn’t you do
by hundred
seven and
dividedover
by seven
and then=
39. S: =equals on:e (.) window. And then also
210. S: we- we're trying to find out howfour
muchoh
one
two
is,
(...)
so we
over
solved
two equals
how
one
much one would be each (.) orwindow
using each

255. D: Four hundred 119.
and two
D: Okay,
plus a'cause
hundred
if and
you fifteen
were trying
is five
to find
hundred
seventeen. So that's one
the window,
price between
and youthe
were
two,
dividing
so if we
twodivide
that by::, [that's what
in half,
I'm trying
that wouldn't
to figurereally
out you'll
work get the
price of one
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Implications for the activity
principle, interaction principle,
and reality principle
New principle: Mathematics
as a producer of persons
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Implications for the activity
principle, interaction principle,
and reality principle
New principle: Mathematics
as a producer of persons

• activity is an accomplishment of
a system
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